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Abstract: The paper addresses the problem of solving an equation formulated in terms of the 
input/output finite state machine model. The relation used in equations is 
either FSM equivalence or reduction, i.e. trace inclusion. The composition 
operator corresponds to asynchronous commUnICatIOns between 
nondeterministic input/output machines. These types of FSM equations are 
called asynchronous. A procedure for determining the largest potential 
solution to a given asynchronous equation is proposed. To verify whether or 
not the largest potential solution satisfies the equation, the absence of Ii velocks 
needs to be established. A solution to the livelock problem is also suggested. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Designing complex systems usually involves an important step of 
dividing the whole system into a number of separate components which 
interact in some well-defined way. In this context, a question arises how to 
design a component that combined with a known part of the system, called 
the context, satisfies a given overall specification. The problem is also 
known as the problem of submodule construction [Mer83], component 
redesign [Kimn] , [Rh091], [Wat93], controller design [Azi95], equation 
solving [Par89], [Lar90] , [Qin91], [Che96] or machine factorization 
[Qin9l]. This problem has many important applications, ranging from 
hardware optimization to protocol design. In the case of compound systems, 
one may encounter it at the level of validation [Hee95] and test derivation 
[Petr93], [Petr96]. 
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Equation solving has been extensively studied within the process 
algebra, however, not much work has yet been done to solve equations 
formulated in terms of input/output finite state machines, I/O FSMs. In the 
context of hardware optimization [Rh091], one usually assumes strictly 
synchronous communications between components, as several input signals 
should be processed simultaneously, see [Yev91], [Wat93], [Azi95]. In 
many applications, including distributed systems, e.g. protocols, we are 
obliged to consider more loose communications when components interact 
asynchronously via message buffers or queues. While the problem of 
composing asynchronously communicating I/O FSM has been addressed in a 
number of works in various contexts (mainly within the reachability 
analysis) [Lee93], [Pet93], [Pet94], we are not aware of any result directly 
related to the problem of decomposing a nondeterministic I/O machine into 
asynchronously communicating machines, i.e. equation solving. 

This paper addresses the problem of equation solving for a system of I/O 
possibly nondeterministic FSMs that communicate asynchronously via 
bounded input queues where actions are stored, assuming that the system 
has a single message in transit. Under this assumption, any output of one 
component is immediately consumed by another one as its input, so one may 
say that communications are performed by rendezvous. However, we cannot 
directly use the results obtained in process algebra to solve an equation in 
terms of the FSM model. The problem is that the set of actions of an FSM is 
divided into two sets, inputs and outputs, and any transition is an atomic 
transition labeled by an I/O pair. An I/O FSM can, in fact, be transformed 
into a labeled transition system, but a solution (in trace semantics) to an 
equation can not always be translated back into an I/O FSM. Another 
approach has to be used to ensure that the obtained solution to the equation 
remains in the domain of I/O FSMs. In this paper, we propose a procedure 
for determining the largest potential solution to the equation, in the sense 
that any other potential solution is trace included in the obtained machine, 
i.e. it is a reduction of the largest potential solution. A potential solution 
becomes a solution if there are no livelocks when it is combined with the 
given part of the system. When the largest solution to the equation is 
determined an optimal implementation of the component of interest can be 
obtained as an appropriate reduction of the largest solution. For example, an 
optimal implementation should have minimal number of states [Dam94], 
[Wat94] or transitions. In the case where potential solutions exist and the 
largest solution does not, it remains an open question whether a solution to 
the equation exists or not. We demonstrate in this paper that the largest 
solution may sometimes not exist. We also consider an equation where 
composed machines are allowed to communicate internally a certain number 
of times. The idea is to avoid livelocks solving the equation. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give necessary basic 
notions and define a composition operator for 110 nondeterministic finite 
state machines through a parallel composition operator for labeled transition 
systems. A method for FSM decomposition in terms of equation solving is 
presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose some enhancements to our 
method which allow us, solving the equation, to avoid livelocks. Section 5 
presents possible future work. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 Finite state machines and labeled transition systems 

A finite state machine (FSM), often simply called a machine throughout 
this paper, is a completely specified, initialized, (possibly nondeterministic) 
observable Mealy machine which can be formally defined as follows. A 
finite state machine is a quintuple (5, X, Y, h, so), where 5 is a set of states 
with So as the initial state; X - a finite nonempty set of input symbols; Y - a 
finite nonempty set of output symbols; and h - a behavior function h: 5xX 

where fO(5xy) is the powerset of 5xY and I{s'l 
(S',Y)E h(s,x) holds for all (S,x)E 5xX and all yE Y, i.e. the machines 
considered in this paper are observable [Starn]. The machine becomes 
deterministic when Ih(s,x)l=l for all (S,X)E 5xX. In a deterministic FSM, 
instead of the behavior function which is required to represent a 
nondeterministic behavior, we use two functions: the next state function, 
and the output function. An FSM B = (5', X, Y', h', so) is said to be a 
submachine of an FSM A = (5, X, Y, h, so) if 5'c;;;,5, Y'c;;;,Yand h'(s,x) c;;;, h(s,x) 
for all (S,x)E 5 'xX. We extend the behavior function to a function on the set 
X* of all input sequences containing an empty sequence £, i.e., h: 

fO(5xY*)\0. For convenience, we use the same notation h for the 
extended function, as well. Assume h(s,£) = {(s,£)} for all SE 5, and suppose 
that h(s,fJ) is already specified. Then h(s,/3x) = { (s', JY) I :3s"E 5 [(s",11 E 
h(s,fJ) & (s',y) E h(s",x)] }. The function hI, often called the next state 
function, is the first projection of h, while h2, often called the output 
function of A, is the second projection of h, i.e., h\s,a) ::: { s' I :3 /3 E y* 

2 
[(s',fJ) E h(s,a)] }, h (s,a) = {/3I:3s'E 5 [(s',fJ) E h(s,a)] } for all aEX*. 

Given alphabets X and Y such that XnY = 0 and sequences a = X]""Xk 
E X* and /3 = Y]""Yk E Y*, the sequence dP/3 = X1YI,,,XkYk is called a trace over 
alphabets X and Y. Given state SE 5 of the FSM A = (5, X, Y, h, so), the trace 
dP/3 is called a trace of the FSM A at the state s if /3E h2(s,a) or simply a 
trace of the FSM A if s coincides with the initial state so' Given an input 
alphabet X and output alphabet Y, there exists a special nondeterministic 
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FSM such that any trace over these alphabets is a trace of this machine. We 
call such a machine a chaos machine over alphabets X and Y. In particular, a 
single-state chaos machine is an FSM ({p}, X, Y, H, p), where H(P,x) = 
{p }xY for all XE X. 

Given two states s of the FSM A and r of the FSM B= (T, X, Y, H, to)' 
state r is said to be a reduction of s, written if for any input sequence 
the condition F(r,a) h\s,a) holds; otherwise, r is not a reduction of s. 
States s and r are equivalent states, written s=.r, iff and On the class 
of deterministic machines, the above relations coincide. 

Given two machines, A and B, over the same input alphabet, B is a 
reduction of A, written if the initial state of B is a reduction of the 
initial state of A. Similarly, the equivalence relation between machines is 
defined. B=A, iff 

A labeled transition system (LTS) is a quadruple (S, L, T, so), where Sis 
a finite set of states with So as the initial state, L is a finite nonempty set of 
observable actions and T Sx(Lu { -r} )xS is a transition relation, where -re L 
is a nonobservable action. For state SE S, we denote in(s) and out(s) subsets 
of actions labeling incoming and outgoing transitions at the state s, 
respectively. As usually, the set of traces of the LTS f is denoted by Tr(J). 
The LTS f is said to be deterministic if for each state SE S, it holds that 
-re: out(s) and for each pair (s,a), SE S, aE out(s), there exists at most one state 
s' such that (s,a,s,)E T. 

If the set L of actions of the L TS I is partitioned into sets X and Y, L = 
XuY, XnY = 0, then for a sequence (J over the alphabet L, the X-projection 
of (J is a sequence obtained by deleting all the actions yE Y from the 
sequence (J, and the X-projection of the LTS f [Che96] is an LTS that is 
obtained by hiding all the actions from Y in f and determinizing the resulting 
LTS by means of a subset construction [Hop79]. 

Given an FSM A = (S, X, Y, h, so), a minimal deterministic LTS f = (Q, 
XU 11 T, %) is said to correspond to A, if Tr(J) = {oP{3 I aE x* & 
{3Eh (so,a)}. We denote fA an LTS corresponding to A. An LTS 
corresponding to an FSM can be obtained through the following steps: 
- unfold every atomic transition s-xly->s' into two consecutive transitions 

s-x->s"-y->s'; 
- determinize the obtained LTS by a subset construction; 
- minimize the resulting L TS in trace semantics. 

2.2 Composition of L TSs 

Given two deterministic LTSs C = (Q, LI' H, %) and D= (T, L2, G, to)' 
the composition of C and D is the LTS (QxT, L\uL2, F, %to)' denoted CIID, 
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such that for all states (q,t)EQxT and aEL luL2, a triple (qt, a, q'tj is a 
transition of the L TS CIID if one of the following conditions holds 
- aE Ll'lL2, (q, a, qjE Hand (t, a, t}E G; 
- aEL I\Ll'lL2, t'=t and (q, a, qjEH; 
- aE L2\L/'lL2, q'=q and (t, a, t}E G. 

We usually consider the initially connected part of the composition and 
trim off states that are not reachable from the initial state and their outgoing 
transitions. 

2.3 Composition of FSMs 

Environment 

c B 
z 

Figure 1. A closed system 

We consider a system of two components which are connected as shown 
in Figure 1 and communicate via bounded input queues, where actions are 
stored, assuming that the system has a single message in transit. Let the 
FSM C be defined over alphabets 11' °1 and the FSM B over alphabets 12,°2 

such that I{lI2 = 0 and O{l02 = 0. The following relationships hold 
between the alphabets: XI = 11\°2, YI = 0IV2, X2 = 12\01' Y2 = 02VI' Z = 
Ill02 and U = 1/10,. We call symbols of the alphabet X1UX2 = X external 
inputs, symbols of the alphabet Yj uY2 = Y - external outputs, while symbols 
of the alphabet ZuU - internal actions. We further assume that at least one 
of the sets Xl' X2 and at least one of the sets YI' Y2 are not empty. Otherwise, 
i.e. when the system has no inputs or no outputs, it can not be represented by 
an FSM. As the system has a single message in transit, at any moment either 
the components exchange messages or one of them communicates with its 
environment which submits a next external input to the system only after the 
system has produced an external output in response to the previous input. In 
other words, we consider a closed system, where the environment is 
described by the LTS LE with two states (a total chaos system) shown in 
Figure 2. The behavior of the closed system can be described by the 
composition LcllL811LE where Lc and L8 are LTSs corresponding to FSMs C 
andB. 
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Figure 2. The environment L TS 

If the system LcllLBIlLE has no livelocks then it can be transformed into an 
FSM over the external inputs X and external outputs Y. The system of the 
FSMs C and B is said to have a live lock w.r.t. an external input sequence 
ae X* if there exists a trace f3 of the LTS LcllLBIlLE such that a is the X
projection of f3 and the LTS has a path labeled with a containing a cycle 
labeled only with internal actions in ZuU. A livelock is said to be an output 
deadlock if no state s with out(s)nY "* 0 is reachable from the cycle. The 
system in an output deadlock will never produce an external output even in 
the case of a non-catastrophic interpretation of livelocks when it is assumed 
that a system may get out of a livelock. We assume here a catastrophic 
interpretation of livelocks (a divergent LTS) and leave the composition 
operator for FSMs undefined. Formally, we define the composition operator 
o for two FSMs as follows. 

Given the LTS LcllLBIlLE without livelocks, we determine (XuY)
projection of the L TS LcllLBIlLE and transform the projection into an FSM, 
denoted COB, by pairing each input with a subsequent output and replacing 
the pair of corresponding transitions by a single transition. We are usually 
interested in the initially connected part of COB, called a composite machine 
of C and B. We keep the same notation COB for a composite machine. 

Compared with LTSs, the definition of the composition operator on 
FSMs is slightly more involved, and opposed to the composition of LTSs, 
the operator is not defined in case of livelocks. Another difference is that the 
environment is required to alternate between inputs and outputs, enabling 
the extraction ofthe composite FSM COB from the LTS which describes the 
closed system. 

Our definition of the composition operator is, of course, applicable to 
two FSMs communicating without feedback. If, for example, U = 0 or Z = 
o we have a well-known loop-free composition of FSMs [Cec86]. The case 
when both sets are empty corresponds to a parallel (independent) 
composition of two FSMs. If the sets U, XI and Y2 or Z, X2 and YI are empty 
then the system is a sequential composition of two FSMs studied, e.g. in 
[Kimn], [Petr94]. All these compositions are constrained versions of the 
one considered in this paper. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3. An espresso machine, the FSM B (a), and waiter, the FSM C (b) 

Example. Consider a coffee shop which has a machine that produces a 
cup of espresso, it is the FSM C with the inputs Coin, Button, and Hit, and 
the outputs Lamp, Espresso, Idle, shown in Figure 3 (a) and a waiter, the 
FSM B that accepts two inputs, Espresso-please and Money, from the 
environment (customer) and three inputs, Lamp, Espresso and Idle, from the 
coffee machine, the outputs are Espresso-served, Thanks, Sorry, No action 
(to the environment); Coin, Button, Hit (to the espresso machine) or no 
action at all, shown in Figure 3 (b). Note that the waiter behaves 
nondeterministically, when the machine, having accepted a coin, idles 
she/he either apologizes to the customer or hits the machine. The customer 
submits an input Espresso-please or Money after one of the outputs has 
been received from the coffee shop in response to the previous input. Such 
behavior is modeled by the LTS LE shown in Figure 2. 

The detailed behavior of each machine becomes clear from the LTS 
LcIlLBIILE, Figure 4 (a). The obtained LTS has no livelock, so a (composite) 
FSM over the external alphabets can be extracted. The composite FSM COB 
is shown in Figure 4 (b). 

Mff Ep/Es Ep/S 

C0 .. Mff 

(a) (b) 
Figure 4. The LTS Lcl1L81ILE (a) and the composite FSM COB (b) 

Note that our definition of the composition operator on FSMs essentially 
differs from that used in the area of hardware, see for example, [Wat93], 
[Lin95], [Azi95]. Synchronous circuits are usually constructed in such way 
that several input signals to the same component are synchronized. It means 
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that in the synchronous case, for example, the FSM B in Figure 1 should 
have a compound input alphabet X2xU modeling such synchronization. In 
the asynchronous case, the input alphabet X2uU corresponds to interleaved, 
i.e. asynchronous, communication considered in our setting. The two 
definitions of the operator come to the same only when each component has 
just one input. Moreover, to exclude oscillations, hardware components 
must participate in just a single interaction in response to external input. 
Opposed to the synchronous case, asynchronously communicating FSMs for 
different external input sequences may involve into a various number of 
internal interactions before one of them produces an external output. As a 
result, no external output might be produced when the system falls into 
livelock. Thus, the problem of livelocks becomes crucial for solving 
equations in the asynchronous case. 

3. FSM DECOMPOSITION 

3.1 Asynchronous FSM equations 

The decomposition problem can be formulated by means of an equation 
in terms of FSMs, similar to that considered within process algebra. Given 
two FSMs, A over alphabets X and Y (the overall specification) and Cover 
alphabets X\uZ and Y\uU (the context), we are required to determine an 
FSM B such that the composition operator 0 is defined for the FSMs C and 
B and a relation, reduction or equivalence, holds for the FSMs COB and A. 
For nondeterministic FSMs, we have the following three (asynchronous) 
equations 

(1); A COW (2); COW=A (3), 
where W is the unknown FSM to be found (if possible). Intuitively, the 

equation, for example, (2) corresponds to the case where the system to be 
designed in given alphabets is allowed to do more, but no less than a given 
specification. 

An FSM B over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ is said to be a solution to the 
equation (1), (2) or (3) if 
- the composition operator is defined for the FSMs C and B and 
- COB A COB, or COB =A, respectively. 

A solution B is called the largest solution to an equation if any solution 
to the equation is a reduction of B. Once the largest solution is found, one 
can then reduce it to a solution that is optimal according to a chosen 
criterion, for example, a machine with a minimal number of states and 
transitions [Dam94], [Wat94]. Similarly, one may define the smallest 
solution to an equation. 
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Generally speaking, one may treat each equation separately. On the other 
hand, given the largest solution to (1) and the smallest solution to (2), the 
product of these solutions is obviously a solution to (3). Hereinafter, we 
consider the equation COW::::; A only, as it seems most interesting for 
practice. Solving this equation, we solve, in fact, the FSM equation COW == A 
in the deterministic setting. 

3.2 The largest potential solution to the equation 

Any potential solution to the equation COW::::; A is a reduction of the 
single-state chaos machine over the alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ, denoted Ch. 
This observation suggests that one may solve the equation by deleting 
certain traces from the chaos machine. To this end, we first state the 
following obvious property of the largest solution. 

Proposition. Let an FSM M5.Ch be the largest solution to the equation 
COW::::; A. Then any FSM B::::;Ch such that at least one of the three following 
conditions is satisfied 
a) COB::::; A does not hold, 
b) the L TS LcllL811LE has an output deadlock, 
c) the L TS LcllL811LE has a livelock, 
is not a reduction of P. 

The statement indicates the cases when a certain trace of the chaos 
machine should be deleted to reduce it to the largest solution or at least to 
some solution may the largest solution not exist. We will proceed in two 
steps. We first define and construct a so-called largest potential solution by 
weakening the three conditions to the first two and then we check whether 
the composition operator is defined for the context and obtained machine 
(the condition c). The last step can be performed by constructing a 
composite machine, as explained in Section 3.1. This motivates the 
following definition. 

An FSM P::::;Ch is said to be the largest potential solution to the 
equation COW::::; A if any FSM B::::;Ch such that 
a) COB::::; A does not hold, or 
b) the L TS LcllL811LE has an output deadlock 
is not a reduction of P. 

By definition, the largest potential solution P composed with the 
context C has no non-conforming external behavior, but may yet have 
livelock and the composite machine might not be defined. In other words, 
the largest solution (if it exists) is a reduction of the largest potential 
solution, and the latter becomes the largest solution to the equation when the 
composition operator is defined. Then it remains to determine how the 
largest potential solution can be constructed. 
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We first present a scheme that generalizes existing procedures for 
equation solving in terms of the LTSs and the FSM (synchronous case) in 
trace semantics. 

Step 1. Based on a chosen definition of the composition operator, derive 
a global machine describing all the sequences of actions that may occur in 
the composition. 

Step 2. Construct the acceptor whose designated dead-state' accepts all 
the traces of the global machine which result in an external behavior not 
conforming to A (according to a given conformance relation). 

Step 3. Construct the projection of the acceptor into the alphabets of 
solutions to the equation. Replace every state of the projection, comprising 
the dead-state, by the dead-state. 

Step 4. Construct the complement of the obtained projection (and in case 
of an FSM equation, convert the obtained complement into an FSM). 

These steps use various procedures depending on the model, 
conformance relation, and composition operator. Adapted to our setting, the 
scheme can be implemented in the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 3.1. Construction of the largest potential solution to the 
equation 

Input. The FSM A and context C. 
Output. The largest potential solution [[A,Cn (if it exists). 
Step 1. Transform FSMs C and Ch into corresponding LTSs Lc and LCh' 

Construct the LTS LcliLchliLE where LE is the environment LTS. 
Step 2. 

a) Transform the FSM A into the corresponding LTS LA' Construct the 
LTS LA by adding transitions to a designated dead-state labeled with all 
yE (YuY})\out(s) from each state s of the LTS LA such that out(s)n(YuY}) '# 

0. 
b) Compose the LTSs LcliLchliLE and LA and replace all global states of 

the composed LTS, containing a component dead-state, as well as all states 
from which no state s such that out(s)nY'# 0 is reachable, by the (global) 
dead-state. Let LA•C be the obtained LTS. 

Step 3. Construct the (X2uUuY2uZ)-projection of the LTS LA•C by a 
subset construction. Replace every state of the 
which comprises a component dead-state, by a dead-state. Let L be the 
resulting LTS. 

Step 4. Convert the LTS L into an FSM [A,C]. Complete the FSM [A,C] 
by adding a don't care state and its incoming transitions from each state 
with an undefined transition for an input in X2uU and label them with a 
corresponding input and each output in Y2uz. Delete the dead-state with its 

, The dead state in an LTS has no transitions, but in an FSM, it has self-loops labeled with 
each 110 pair over the given alphabets. 
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incoming transitions and consecutively all states whose transition becomes 
undefined for some input until the initial state is deleted or no more state 
can be deleted. In the first case, the equation has no solution and in the 
second case, the largest potential solution [[A,Cn is returned. 

We immediately notice that since the LTS LA is trace included into the 
LTS LE' one can directly construct LcllLchllLA instead of LcllLchllLEIiLk We 
first illustrate the algorithm using our example considered above and then 
prove its validity. 

C,B,H o 
... L,EJ 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5. The LTSs Lc (a) and LA (b) 

Figure 6. The LTS LA,c obtained at Step 2 

Example. We apply the above algorithm to construct a coffee machine 
which can be used in the coffee shop, the FSM A (Figure 4b) with the 
waiter, the FSM C (Figure 3b). Figure 5 shows the LTS corresponding to the 
chaos machine over the alphabets of the coffee machine and the LTS LA' 
where a black hole represents a dead-state. Figure 6 shows the LTS LA,c 
obtained at Step 2, where black holes represent a global dead-state. Figure 7 
shows the last intermediate result, the LTS i obtained at Step 3 (a) and the 
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FSM [[A,C]] (b), where dashed lines represent don't care transitions to a 
don't care state. The largest potential solution [[A,C]] is a nondeterministic 
machine. Based on this machine, one can construct a few (deterministic) 
coffee machines, including the simplest machine which dispenses a cup of 
espresso once a coin is inserted. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 7. The LTS L obtained at Step 3 (a) and the FSM [[A,C]] (b) 

Theorem 1. Given two FSMs, A over alphabets X\uX2 and Y\uY2 and C 
over alphabets X\uZ and Y\uU, if Algorithm 3.1 does not return an FSM 
the equation CO W A has no solution, and if the composition operator is 
defined for the FSMs C and [[A,C]] derived by Algorithm 3.1, then the FSM 
[[A,C)] is the largest solution to COW A. Moreover, if CO[[A,C)] is not 
equivalent to A then the equation COW == A has no solution. 

Proof. According to Algorithm 3.1, a trace {31lrover alphabets X2uU and 
Y2uZ is not a trace of the resulting FSM [[A,C)] if and only if one of the 
following conditions holds. 

(1) There exists a trace of the LTS LA•C (Step 2b) with the 
(X2uUuY2uZ)-projection f3t:1.r resulting in the external behavior different 
from that of A. 

(2) There exists a trace of the LTS LA,c (Step 2b) with the 
(X2uUuY2uZ)-projection {31lr resulting in an output deadlock of the 
composed system (Step 2). 

(3) Trace f3t:1.rcannot be a trace of a potential solution (Step 4), because 
there exists such that any trace {3vr:s.r8 over alphabets X2uU and 
Y2uZ takes the LTS L obtained at Step 3 to the dead-state. 

If Algorithm 3.1 does not return an FSM then there exists a sequence 
{3e U* such that for each trace {31lr over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ one of 
the above conditions 1, 2, or 3 holds while each FSM B over alphabets 
X2uU and Y2uZ has a trace {31lrfor an appropriate '}E U*. If B has trace {31lr 
such that condition 3 holds then there exists its prolongation {3v such that for 
each trace {3vr:s.r8 over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ the condition 1 or 2 holds. 
In other words, without loss of generality, we assume that B has a trace f3t:1.r 
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for which the condition 1 or 2 holds. In this case, there exists an external 
input sequence a such that the composition of the context C and FSM B 
exhibits the behavior different from that of the FSM A or has an output 
deadlock when a is submitted, i.e. B cannot be a solution to the equation 
COW::;; A and therefore cannot be a solution to the equation COW == A. 

Suppose now that Algorithm 3.1 returns an FSM [[A,C]]. Trace j3rlris 
a trace of [[A,C)] if and only if none of the above conditions 1, 2 and 3 
holds, i.e. only a reduction of [[A,C)] may be a solution to the equations 
COW::;; A and COW == A. Thus, if the composition operator is defined for the 
FSMs C and [[A,C)] derived by Algorithm 3.1, but CO[[A,C)] == A does not 
hold then the equation COW == A has no solution. On the other hand, any 
reduction of a solution to the equation COW::;; A is also a solution, i.e. if the 
composition operator is defined for the FSMs C and [[A,C)] derived by 
Algorithm 3.1 then [[A,C)] is the largest solution to the equation COW::;; A. 

o 
If the machine [[A,C)] is not a solution to the equation CO[[A,C)] == A 

then the question as to whether there exists a solution to both equations 
remains open. This is the case in our example, where the composition 
operator is not defined for the FSMs C and [[A,C)] due to livelock. The 
problem is that the waiter may repeatedly hit the coffee machine which 
continues to light the lamp, so the customer may no longer see the waiter 
(state 3 in Figure 7b). 

Concluding this section, we notice that the largest solution to the 
equation COW::;; A may not exist even when the equation has a largest 
potential solution. Consider the FSMs A and C in Figure 8 (a) and (b). A 
solution to the equation is to be found in the alphabets U = {u 1' u2 } and Z = 
{zp Z2}, as X2 = Y2 = 0. 

The LTS LA,c' obtained at the second step of Algorithm 3,1, has no dead
state (Figure 9). Therefore, the largest potential solution [[A,C)] is a single
state chaos machine over the alphabets {up u2} and {zp Z2}, however, it is 
not a solution to the equation COW::;; A, At the same time, each FSM trace 
over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ is a trace of some solution to the equation. 
The FSM [[A,Cll is not a solution to the equation and cannot be reduced 
without losing some solutions. In fact, by direct inspection of the L TS in 
Figure 9, one can verify that an FSM B is a solution if and only if the set of 
traces of B includes the regular set 

L = [U2(ZIUl)*Z2V(U1Z2)*U1Zd* 

Apparently, there exists a number of such FSMs. Thus, for each trace 
j3rl}  L there exists a solution to the equation COW::;; A with this trace. 
Consider now trace j3rlr over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ such that L. 
Then, by definition of L, the maximal prefix of ,Barthat is in the set L is the 
empty sequence or is terminated with an appropriate ZE Z, i.e. the regular set 
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Lu{,l}:lr} also is in the set of traces of an appropriate FSM that is a solution 
to the equation. 

(a) 

Figure 8. The FSMs A (a) and C (b) 

Figure 9. The LTS LA,c 

4. AVOIDING LIVELOCKS 

As discussed in the previous section, the largest potential solution is not 
always a solution to the equation due to livelocks. Livelock corresponds to a 
situation when the component and its context in response to external input 
involve into unbounded internal interactions. To avoid livelocks we may 
thus bound the maximal number of internal actions executed by the system 
in response to any external input. One may also impose such a restriction 
attempting at finding a solution such that the response time of the overall 
system does not exceed a certain limit. 

We have to find a solution to the equation COW S; A such that in the 
resulting composition, the number of internal actions successively executed 
between any external input and a resulting output never exceeds a given 
threshold I, P-l. We first introduce the I-restricted composition operator O/' 
Given two FSMs C and B, the FSM COp coincides with the FSM COB if the 
LTS LcllLBIlLE has no path labeled with more than I consecutive internal 
actions. Otherwise, i.e. when there exists a path with more than I 
consecutive internal actions, the operator 0/ is not defined for the FSMs C 
and B. Next, we demonstrate how the results of Section 3 can be further 
extended to solve the equation CO/WS;A. 
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Given two FSMs, A over alphabets X=X\uX2 and Y=Y\uY2 and Cover 
alphabets X\uZ and Y\uU, an FSM B over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ is 
said to be a solution to the equation COIW A if the I-restricted composition 
operator is defined for the FSMs C and B and CO A. 

The idea behind our approach to solving such an equation is to replace a 
total chaos system LCh over alphabets X2uU and Y2uZ by a so-called 1-
restricted chaos system L I.Ch that can be obtained from the L TS LCh by 
redirecting internal traces of length exceeding I to a designated dead-state. 
Since the appearance of external output terminates any internal trace we add 
at appropriate states of the L TS LI•Ch corresponding transitions resetting the 
machine back to the initial state. Figure 10 (a) gives an example of an 1-
restricted chaos system LI•Ch for the coffee shop, where 1=2. 

Replacing the LTS LCh by the LTS L I•Ch' we can use Algorithm 3.1 to 
find a A small adjustment is required, though. In Step 4, if at state s 
of the LTS L there is a transition labeled with aE U to dead-state then in the 
corresponding FSM, denoted [A,C,/], there is a transition from s to dead
state labeled with alb for each bE Y2uz. Such transitions may exist since the 
I-restricted chaos system has transitions to dead-state labeled with internal 
inputs. We denote [[A,C,l]] the resulting machine. 

Theorem 2. Given two FSMs, A and C, and an integer if Algorithm 
3.1 does not return an FSM then the equation CO A has no solution. If it 
results in an FSM [[A,C,l]] then [[A,C,l]] is the largest solution to the 
equation 

The proof of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1. As the FSMs C 
and [[A,C,l]] may execute at most I internal actions before producing an 
external output, the composition operator for the FSMs C and [[A,C,l]] is 
always defined; thus, the FSM [[A,C,/]] is the largest solution to the 
equation 

Example. For the coffee shop, we solve the equation for 1=2 
and 4. Figure 10 shows the FSM [[A,C,2]] (b) and the FSM [[A,C,4]] (c). 
Note that for 1=3, no solution can be found. The submodule has only internal 
inputs and outputs, so the number of internal interactions is always even. 

Es,S, T,N ,B,R 

(a) (b) 

CIE CIL 
C 0.... .0 

BIE 

(c) 
Figure 10. The chaos system LZ•Ch (a), the FSMs [[A,C,2]] (b) and [[A,CA]] (c) 
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5. CONCLUSION 

We considered the problem of equation solving for asynchronously 
communicating nondeterministic finite state machines. It was demonstrated 
that opposed to the case of labeled transition systems, equation solving is 
complicated by potential livelocks arising when two machines interact via 
feedback. Due to livelocks, a given equation may have no solution. By the 
same reason, asynchronous equations differ also from synchronous ones 
considered in the context of sequential circuit optimization. An algorithm 
for finding the largest potential solution to the asynchronous equation for 
trace inclusion, i.e. reduction relation, was presented. The largest potential 
solution is the largest solution when the resulting composition has no 
livelock. We also demonstrated that the largest solution may sometimes not 
exist. To resolve the problem of livelocks we proposed to use a special 
chaos system that prevents the composition from falling into live lock by 
imposing a predefined limit on the possible number of interactions inside the 
system. This approach could also be useful when one needs to decompose a 
given system and to keep its response time within a certain bound. The 
results of this paper could be used in a number of applications, such as 
protocol design, controller design, system validation, and test derivation for 
embedded testing. 

Future work in this direction is to generalize the presented approach to 
incompletely specified nondeterministic finite state machines. It would also 
be interesting to study the relation between the complexity of a solution (e.g. 
in terms of the number of transitions) and the number of internal 
interactions. Whether the simplest submodule also needs a minimal number 
of internal interactions in the resulting composition (the system with a 
minimal response time) remains an open question. 
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